Your marking projects need ﬂexible organisational talent
Systemised marking with our M-Print®-PRO-software
Let’s connect.

Industrial marking systems
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Systemised marking

Systemised marking
for optimised processes

Our coordinated complete system

Professional, industrial marking in line with the
IEC 60204-1 standard is essential for faultless
operation and reliable maintenance of industrial
facilities. Weidmüller calls this "systemised marking"
and offers more than the norm: a perfectly coordinated
product range for optimised processes.

Software: intuitive to use and
tailored to your requirements.
Import, edit and manage data
with ease with the software
M-Print® PRO.

Do you need marking systems for a whole range of
different applications? Our all-in-one solutions are
intelligent and display real future viability: convenient
data organisation, intelligent functions and marking
conforming to standards make our systems unique.
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Systemised marking

Your marking needs
One of the main requirements of a marking system is that it clearly shows how your
components are conﬁgured. This includes a precise print image, convenient handling
and the guarantee of usability in an industrial environment. The software should provide
optimum support during data entry and management. During marker output, the speed
should be adapted to your needs.

Markers: constructive
solutions for all cabinet-related
applications. From the shrink
sleeve to the metal marker.

Printers: laser, ink or thermal
transfer. Industrial printing
systems for every requirement.
Designed with one eye on the
future to suit your requirement
proﬁle.

The marking result
You will be won over by marking systems from Weidmüller. We don't just offer you a
complete, convenient process chain from data entry to ready-for-use markers for your
individual cabinet conﬁguration. We offer you marking solutions that are already geared
towards the future requirements of progressive automation. This means you are one step
ahead of state-of-the-art!
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Software | Standard and Advanced versions

M-Print®-PRO: Standard and Advanced
Individual options for the greatest ease of use

Creating markers with intuitive software
Using M-Print®-PRO-software, you can create your labelling for all identiﬁcation
relevant applications in a timely and application-speciﬁc manner and without
having to rely on external service providers. You have the option of printing the
markers directly using our industrial printers yourself, or you can order them
via e-mail from us. Thanks to the comprehensive product catalogue, you can
edit all neutral markers (MultiCards, inlay tags, labels and shrink sleeves from
the Weidmüller range) using the Standard version. Individual design freedom
is provided with the Advanced version; you can create and edit your own label
layouts. You can navigate through both versions of the program in a targeted way
using the intuitive user interface with its MS-Ofﬁce look. Speciﬁc parameters can
be easily saved as needed for later use.
Key beneﬁts of M-Print®-PRO Standard and Advanced
•
•
•
•

You choose: network and local installation are possible
Tailor-made: edit marker templates or create your own design in a free layout
Reproducible: stored templates reduce your workload
Clear: simple assignment thanks to the additional information on
the project marking area
• Multilingual: software, online help and manual are available as standard in
German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Swedish, Czech, Polish, Russian,
Hungarian, Chinese, Portuguese and Brazilian

Perfect for B2B: The software
M-Print® PRO and its manual and online
help system are available in 13 major
business languages.
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User-speciﬁc saved menus in standard
and expert modes ensure efﬁcient
workﬂows and continuity. Password
protection prevents unwanted access
to special functions.

Flexible management of the printing
parameters for multiple users and for
various printing systems.

Software | Optimal project creation

Optimal project creation
Flexible editing and printing

Project-oriented marker creation can also be ordered
Requirements for complex project tasks with different types of markers and
printing parameters, as might be found in electrical cabinet marking, for example,
can be selected, stored and transmitted in one project ﬁle. The complete data
records will be printed exactly on system printers which match the software,
without errors and in the correct sequence. They can also be reproduced for
future ordering processes by creating templates. The order function within the
M-Print®-PRO-software gives you the advantages of internal marker creation and
the high-quality output on Weidmüller's marking systems with just one click.
This solution for ordering via e-mail directly from the software is particularly
suitable for companies with professional standards but low quantity requirements
for their MultiCards.
Key beneﬁts when creating a project
• Process-optimised: marker selection, printer type mapping and data
transmission in one program
• Professionalism: project-based editing for electrical cabinet marking,
for example
• Reliable: error-free data transfer through coordinated system components

To efﬁciently create a project,
the product catalogue of all the
marker types along with application
information and a product photograph
are available. You can get up and
running quickly using the integrated
search function or by sorting
according to printer type.
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Easily manage complex projects:
The different marker types in an
electrical cabinet project are
created, printed or ordered in a
pre-determined order.

It makes sense for smaller amounts:
the low labelling requirements can be
ideally covered by the order service,.
The order is created and executed
from the customer's side free from
transmission errors or data loss.

Software | Continuous labelling

Continuous labelling
The right format for every application

Dynamic pitch widths for application-speciﬁc continuous labelling
When formatting continuous strips and sleeves, you have all the tools you need
for individual labelling in the M-Print®-PRO-software. The conﬁguration screen for
continuous material gives the framework for the systematic use of dynamic
pitch widths for the individual termination points. Variable crop marks complete
the varied possibilities, so that the result for every print job is a format-speciﬁc
separation of individual markers, or for whole pages.
Key beneﬁts of continuous printing
• Cost efﬁcient: printing complete continuous strips in different formats
• Efﬁcient: the systematic cuts of the printed output simpliﬁes the further
processing of the markers

The project-based conﬁ guration screen
allows you to consider dynamic pitch
widths – even with multi-line labelling.
You can perform further editing in the
marker layout or in the data grid.
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Separation requirements are deﬁnable
using variable cutting possibilities.

Software | Double-sided labelling

Double-sided labelling
Clear layout for the front and back sides

Both shrink sleeve sides on one editing screen
The excellent processing properties of shrink sleeves are further enhanced for
labelling with M-Print®-PRO-software. The editing screen, specially designed for
these markers, gives you the front and rear sides in a single template, allowing
you to easily edit individual printing manually or via ﬁle import, e.g. from Excel.
When both sides need to be printed with identical text, the user-friendly data
synchronisation order option saves even more additional time.
Key beneﬁts of double-sided printing
• Clarity: both printing sides can be viewed from one editing screen
• Variable: each shrink sleeve side can be printed with different or
identical markings
• Practical: import marking text from other programs or input the text using
data synchronisation

Using the individual text editing, or data
transfer from imported ﬁles, you can
label both sides of the shrink sleeve as
desired.
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If both sides are to be marked
identically, the data synchronisation
function takes the text already edited
for the front side and transfers it quickly
and without errors to the rear side.

Software | Fill functions

Fill functions
Easy-to-use editing for rows and sequences

Manage numbering and text sequences in a content-compliant way
Do your marking requirements consist of repeated or identical information
for different applications? Then the auto-ﬁll function is the perfect tool to
automatically and sequentially number text and number series. In addition,
predeﬁned text sequences can be edited without errors, or number values
can be increased or decreased step-by-step.
Your advantages from the ﬁll functions
• Transferable: generate consecutive numbering by functions
• Callable: simple insertion of pre-deﬁ ned sequences of text
• Clever: increase/decrease at the push of a button

System-speciﬁc deﬁned types of
numbering which can be combined
with text sequences are available in the
consecutive numbering function.
A preview shows the result beforehand.
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Non-logically connected text can be
pre-deﬁned as a text sequence and
inserted in a block onto the markers.

You can increase or decrease run
sequences by keyboard shortcuts or
via the menu. Step sizes can be
adjusted if needed.

Software | Data transfer

Data transfer
Process-optimised import functions

Process-optimised import functions
To ﬁnalise a project, ﬁles in different formats are created by different software.
These must be processed in one system. These compatibility requirements were
considered during the development of the M-Print®-PRO-software, and
implemented using import functions for the various ﬁle formats as well as CAE
interfaces. If needed, the import assistant generates a script; using this all similar
transfers can be done routinely. Not only is the label data used but also the
information about the type of marker to be used.
Key beneﬁts of data transfer
• Resource optimised: use existing data for optimum processing times
• Simple: deﬁ ned import steps for routine operations
• Controlled: sorting and ﬁltering functions process data according
to the application

Excel formats can be opened and
imported or directly taken into the
M-Print®-PRO-software via OLE
(Object Linking and Embedding).
Nothing is simpler.
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Import scripts are deﬁned once using
the import assistant and ensure a quick
and error-free data transfer for future
projects. Batch import gives you further
process optimisation.

CAE data transfer is a simple data
assumption, this reduces the workload
as well as avoiding transfer errors.
Special interfaces are available for
EPLAN Electric P8, Zuken E3 or CADdy.

Software | Graphics, bar codes and symbols

Graphics, bar codes and symbols
Complex design possibilities for elaborate marking tasks

Extensive graphic functions give unlimited possibilities
Using the M-Print® PRO text and graphic functions, you have applications which
are essential for special labelling needs. Many symbols, graphics and bar codes
are available for immediate transfer onto the marker's printing. Or you can simply
create your own layout using your own graphics, like your company logo. Just
as simple is the import of ﬁles from external sources as M-Print®-PRO-software
supports all common graphic formats. You always have the right tools for your
graphical solution to hand.
Key beneﬁts:
• Maximum choice: comprehensive graphic editing tools for individually
created markers
• Compatible: supports a wide variety of graphic formats
• Professional: create plotter compatible formats in the symbol editor

Different EAN bar codes, QR- and
DataMatrix codes can be created with
M-Print® PRO.
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Standard graphic formats can be easily
incorporated: M-Print® PRO supports
BMP, EMF, GIF ICO, JPG, as well as
PNG, WMF and TIFF.

You can simply and quickly create
symbols using the symbol editor which
can also be output to plotters.

Software | Special

Layout options
Circular text, colour coding and multi-level terminals

Expert applications with simple user guidance
Whether standard functions or more complicated capabilities, the M-Print® PRO
offers you intuitive software with astute user prompting, even with complex
menu applications. Layouts in circular text, with 45° rotation steps for badges,
colour coding for ﬂexibly marking cable markers as well as data sets for marking
multi-level terminals with a sorting function are some of the examples of the
comprehensive menus for special layouts. In just a few steps, you have access
to all the application-speciﬁc functions that you need for a requirement-deﬁned
creation of special marking projects.
Key beneﬁts from the layout options
• Needs oriented: application-speciﬁc options
• Concise: program-side defaults for standardised markings
• Exact: optimum usage of space thanks to the automatic resizing
with the overﬂow ﬁlter
• Speciﬁc: functions for circular text, colour codes and multi-level terminals

Thanks to the possibility to edit round
printing, marking of hydraulic hoses,
lights in accordance with DIN V VDE
V 0108.100, cam controllers or dial
labels can be quickly made ready for
printing.
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The colour coding option can be used
to mark cables and wires with the
international resistor colour code. Here,
the colours can be optionally adjusted
to match background and text.

Using the multi-level terminals program
function, data records for strip labelling
can be sorted appropriately for their
use. The number of levels is speciﬁcally
taken into account for this.

Software | Drawing functions

Drawing functions and scale labels
Precise information arrangement

The variable parameter deﬁ nitions for type labels
A substantial amount of information is required to uniquely identify equipment
and must be placed on type labels in a clear and standard-compliant arrangement.
To easily deal with this labelling requirement, M-Print® PRO offers numerous
drawing functions which enable you to simply create linear and circular scales as
well as all other application-relevant text and graphics. The precise arrangement of
the markings is done using individually conﬁgurable pitch, value and text
parameters as well as with scale marks and text.
Key beneﬁts from the drawing functions and scale labels
• Schematic: processing all classiﬁcation data according to individual parameters
• Functional: create templates for a variety of label formats
• Practical: standard commands for the alignment of individual drawing
elements or groupings

The features under the menu item scale
labelling allow you to easily deﬁne
graphics for round or linear scales.
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You can use the drawing objects to
produce perfect frames or visualise
plate holes and cut-outs (e.g. for cable
ties) for the various plate forms.

The alignment function makes
arranging drawing elements and
text ﬁelds over the whole area or in
predeﬁned grids simple. Grouping
ﬁelds rounds off the user-convenience.

Weidmüller – Partner in Industrial Connectivity.

As experienced experts, we support our customers and partners around the world
with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of power,
signals and data. We are at home in their industries and markets and are aware
of future technological challenges. We are therefore continuously developing
innovative, sustainable and value-adding solutions for their individual needs.
Together we set standards in industrial connectivity.

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold, Germany
Phone +49 5231 14-0
Fax
+49 5231 14-2083
info@weidmueller.com
www.weidmueller.com

Further information
are available at:
Let’s connect. www.systemised-marking.com
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